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THE BALKH THE BALKH THE BALKH THE BALKH 93939393    AH FULUS REVISITEDAH FULUS REVISITEDAH FULUS REVISITEDAH FULUS REVISITED    

The coins discussed here have been already published, and therefore are not 
new to the numismatic community. As far as I can see, they were first 
mentioned by Steve Album who says that a small hoard of them was found1, 
and they are also listed in the Balkh volume of the Tübingen Sylloge2, Despite 
this, I do believe that a closer look at them might reveal some interesting 
pieces of information. They can be described as follows:  

    
ObverseObverseObverseObverse: circular inscription within double dotted border: ثلث مايه 
 .(”to a dirham; Balkh 360“) بلخ in the centre within dotted border ;وستين بدرھم
ReverseReverseReverseReverse: circular inscription within double dotted border: 
 in the centre within dotted border pellet  ضرب ببلخ  في سنه ثلث و تسعين 

(“struck in Balkh in the year 93”) SNAT XIVc, no. 450-454; fig. 1 
Before turning our attention to these coins, it might be useful to have a short 
look at the other Umayyad issues from Balkh.  

The silver dirhams are conveniently listed by Klat. There are three 
different mint names for Balkh: apart from Balkh itself, Madinah Balkh al-Bayḍā’ 
(“the glittering city of Balkh”) and al-Mubārakah (“the Blessed”). Which name 
was used in which year is shown in Tab. 13 which also includes the copper fulus.  

                                                                 

 
∗Numismatic Commission, Center for Ancient World Studies, Austrian Academy of 

Sciences. 
1 ALBUM 1998, p. 23. 
2 SNAT XIVc, no. 450-454. 
3 After KLAT 2002, p. 84-88, 216-222.  
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As one can easily see, there is a gap of 13 years between the 93 AH fulus 
and the earliest safely attested silver issues, if we leave aside the strange 30 
AH dirham4. As a silver mint, Balkh ranks among the most important ones of 
the entire Umayyad Empire. As a short glance through the index by years in 
Klat’s book clearly reveals that from 103 AH onwards — i.e. during the reign of 
Yazid II, a caliph normally not reputed to have been an administrative genius 
— the patterns of minting are drastically changed. From now on, only one 
mint struck coins for an entire large administrative area, rather than, like 
before, a plethora of different places. By and large, there is one mint for Spain 
(al-Andalus), one for Africa (Ifrīqiyah), one for Syria (Dimašq), one for the 
Caucasus region (Irmīniyah or al-Bāb), one for Iraq (Wāsiṭ) and one for 
Khurasan; and the latter almost always was Balkh, save for the years 103 to 
105 AH (a Balkh 104 AH issue requires confirmation)5 and 123, 124 and 125. In 
these years, no dirhams were struck at all in Khurasan. It has to be 
emphasized that according to the historical sources, the seat of the governor 
of Khurasan was transferred from Marw to Balkh in 107 AH; the written 
sources and the numismatic evidence are in perfect accord with each other 
here6. Starting in 127 AH, due to the beginning of unrest in the Umayyad East 
which was to lead to the Abbasid “revolution”, the stabile minting system 
began to break down insofar as many mints in Khurasan and Iran were 
reopened to strike coins for the insurgents.  

                                                                 

 
4 KLAT 2002, no. 568, with all probability a contemporary forgery like the other pre-78 AH 

dirhams.  
5 KLAT 2002, p. 293. Considering that the seat of the governor was transferred to Balkh only 

in 107 AH, such an early Balkh dirham issue seems a little bit improbable to me.  
6 HARTMANN 1993, p. 623. 
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Tab. 1. Mint activity of Balkh in Umayyad times (∆ = dirham, AE = fals) 
  
date Balkh Madinah Balkh al-Bayḍā’ al-Mubārakah 
93 AE   
94    
95    
96    
97    
98    
99    
100    
101    
102    
103    
104   ? 
105    
106   ∆ 
107   ∆ 
108   ∆ 
109   ∆ 
110   ∆ 
111 AE ∆  
112  ∆  
113 ∆   
114 ∆   
115 ∆   
116 ∆  ∆ 
117   ∆, AE 
118   ∆ 
119   ∆, AE 
120 ∆  ∆ 
121 ∆   
122 ∆   
123    
124 ∆   
125    
126    
127    
128 ∆   
129    
130 ∆   
131 ∆   
132 ∆   
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Tab. 2. Patterns of Umayyad dirham minting 103-126 AH (after Klat 2002)7 
 

date Spain Africa Syria Caucasus Iraq Khurasan Other 

103 al-Andalus Ifrīqiyah Dimašq Irmīniyah Wasit, al-Basrah  
Kirman, 
Tabaristan 

104 al-Andalus Ifrīqiyah Dimašq Irmīniyah Wasit Balkh?  

105 al-Andalus 
Ifrīqiyah,  
al-Maghrib Dimašq 

Irmīniyah, 
Adharbayjan Wasit   

106 al-Andalus Ifrīqiyah Dimašq 
Irmīniyah, 
Adharbayjan Wasit Balkh, Abaršahr?  

107 al-Andalus Ifrīqiyah Dimašq Irmīniyah Wasit Balkh Zaranj? 

108 al-Andalus Ifrīqiyah Dimašq Irmīniyah Wasit, al-Kufah Balkh  

109 al-Andalus Ifrīqiyah Dimašq Irmīniyah Wasit Balkh  

110 al-Andalus Ifrīqiyah Dimašq Irmīniyah Wasit Balkh, Marw  

111 al-Andalus Ifrīqiyah Dimašq  Wasit Balkh  

112 al-Andalus Ifrīqiyah Dimašq  Wasit Balkh  

113 al-Andalus Ifrīqiyah Dimašq  Wasit Balkh  

114 al-Andalus Ifrīqiyah Dimašq Al-Bab Wasit Balkh, Marw  

115 al-Andalus Ifrīqiyah Dimašq Al-Bab Wasit Balkh  

116 al-Andalus Ifrīqiyah Dimašq  Wasit Balkh  

117 al-Andalus Ifrīqiyah Dimašq Al-Bab Wasit Balkh  

118 al-Andalus Ifrīqiyah Dimašq Al-Bab Wasit Balkh, Badakhšan  

119 al-Andalus Ifrīqiyah Dimašq Al-Bab Wasit, al-Kufah? Balkh  

120 al-Andalus Ifrīqiyah Dimašq Al-Bab Wasit Balkh  

121 al-Andalus 8 Dimašq Al-Bab Wasit Balkh  

122 al-Andalus  Dimašq Al-Bab Wasit Balkh  

123 al-Andalus?  Dimašq Al-Bab Wasit   

124 al-Andalus Ifrīqiyah Dimašq Al-Bab Wasit Balkh  

125 al-Andalus Ifrīqiyah Dimašq Al-Bab Wasit   

126   Dimašq Al-Bab Wasit   

 
But dirhams are not the main topic of this paper; let us return to the 

copper coinage. For the fulus, the main reference is SNAT XIVc. Apart from 
the 93 AH issues, it lists two more types. The first one is also cast, but of much 
smaller diameter and lighter weight; on the obverse, it bears within a double 
dotted border the inscription: بسم الله (“in the name of God”), on the reverse:   

                                                                 

 
7 Mint names marked with “?” need confirmation; they are listed as “UNC” in KLAT 2002, p. 

300f. from which this data was derived.  
8 The lacuna in coin production in Ifrīqiyah in these years can easily be explained by the 

great Berber revolt; the decisive victory of Ḥanẓala b. Ṣafwān in 124 AH coincides with the re-
emergence of dirham production in Ifrīqiyah; cp. KENNEDY 1992, p. 109.  
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خببل  ,9 The weights known to me are 0,88g10.(fig. 5) (”struck in Balkh“) ضرب 
0,99g11, 1,15g12 and 1,18g13. It seems very probable that these coins were issued 
approximately at the same time as the 93 AH fulus. Both types were cast, 
whereas all other fulus from Balkh are struck. The double dotted border is 
another feature both issues have in common. However, it remains an open 
question whether the smaller cast coins were produced slightly earlier or 
slightly later than 93 AH. Because of the peculiar indication of value I think 
one can rule out the possibility that both types were struck simultaneously.  

While these two types are fairly well-attested, this is not true of most of 
the other Balkh fulus. The next issue in chronological order is said to be dated 
111 AH, but since it seems to be known from only one specimen, the reading 
of the legends remains, in my opinion, somewhat uncertain (fig. 6). 
Interestingly enough, this type returns to the patterns of Arab-Sasanian 
copper coinage, featuring a bust with the crown of Khusro II on the obverse14. 
If the reading of the mint name is correct, then this is safe for a rare Marw 
issue15 the only certain evidence for the production of Arab-Sasanian copper 
coinage in Khurasan. In the reverse legend, the value is given as: sittīn bi-
dirham. Jā’iz (“60 to a dirham. Valid”). 

Things are clearer with the next issue, dated 117 AH. Rather than “Balkh”, 
the mint name now reads al-Mubārakah (“the Blessed”), which is fully in 
accord with the evidence of the drachms (Tab. 1). This type is quite 
outstanding since it features a lion walking to the right on the reverse (fig. 
7)16. Taking both specimens known for this type together, the reading of mint 
and date can be labelled certain. While pictorial devices are common on late 
Umayyad copper coins from the Syrian region, they are very unusual on 
Eastern issues. Once again, the exchange rate to the dirham is given as 60 : 1 
(sittīn bi-dirham).  

The next fals type, the last Umayyad one from Balkh known to me, shows 
the standard patterns, i.e. the first half of the kalima on the obverse, its 
second half and the usual basmala on the reverse (fig. 8).17 The date without 
any doubt is 119 AH, the mint-name once again al-Mubārakah. 

                                                                 

 
9 SNAT XIVc, no. 448f.  
10 Private coll. 
11 SNAT XIVc, no. 448. 
12 Private coll. 
13 SNAT XIVc, no. 449. 
14 GYSELEN 2009, type 95. 
15 GYSELEN 2009, type 55.  
16ILISCH 2001, p. 8, no. 1; Baldwin’s Islamic Coin Auction 10, London, July 25th 2005, no. 47 = 

http://www.zeno.ru/showphoto.php?photo=60431.  
17 SNAT XIVc, no. 472. 
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So much for a short list of the Umayyad fulus from Balkh which, as I hope, 
represents all types known today. It is likely that further types will turn up in 
the future. Suffice it to say that none of the coins listed above was known to 
Walker in 1956. However, he did attribute a group of copper coins to Balkh 
(figs. 9, 1018). Even if the mint name seems to read بلخ, the find evidence 
without any doubts shows that they come from Syria. The thick flans as well 
as the rather coarse calligraphy also do not fit in the patterns of Khurasani 
copper coinage, but once again are typical for Bilād al-Shām. It has been 
suggested that these fulus refer to the Balīkh River.19 Its name, however, is 
spelt بليخ, so one had to assume that is written faultily throughout the series. 
In my opinion, is not absolutely certain whether the second letter really is an 
“L”, or whether it is “B”, “N” and so on (cp. fig. 9 and fig. 10 respectively). 
However that may be, the one thing that is beyond doubt is that these coins 
were not struck in Balkh in Khurasan. 

Let us now return to the Balkh 93 AH fulus. The technical peculiarity that 
these coins were cast rather than struck deserves mention. There can be no 
doubt that Central Asian and ultimately Chinese influences are the reason for 
this. Casting copper coins occurred in the Syrian region in the middle of the 
8th century (cp. fig. 11), most probably due to the closure of most mints which 
used to strike fulus. Here, then, casting was a production technique caused by 
severe problems in monetary production. To the contrary, in the East it was a 
choice of the minting authorities. Apart from the Balkh issues, there are some 
groups of Arab-Sasanian copper coins which are cast (cp. fig. 12). Also other 
post-reform issues turn up20.  

To return one again to our main issue: the most interesting thing about the 
Balkh 93 AH fulus is their relationship to the dirham as stated in the obverse 
legend, and its impact on our understanding of the monetary history of Early 
Islamic Central Asia. Pivotal to this study is a paper which was published by 
Lutz Ilisch a few years ago21. Because several fulūs providing the exchange 
rate between fals and dirham found their way into the Tübingen coin 
collection, Ilisch has compiled a list of these types known to him which 
contains 11 different coin types. The majority comes from the mints of Balkh 
and Marw (three and two different types respectively); besides mintless 
issues, also Jurjān and Zaranj are attested. As for the exchange rates, eight 
types have 1 : 60, while only three provide different data. The undated Marw 
issue with 1 : 50 is very close to the main group sittīn bi-dirham. What I believe 
                                                                 

 
18 WALKER 1956, no. 778-780. 
19 BONE 2000, p. 253f.  
20 E.g. Jean Elsen, Auction 88, June 10th, 2006, no. 1862.  
21 ILISCH 2001, p. 8-11. 
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is striking is that both coin types which provide a markedly different 
exchange rate which in both cases overvalues the silver dirham are directly 
connected with Qutayba b. Muslim: one group actually cites his name, while 
the 93 AH fulus can be connected with him because of their date which falls 
into his governorship of Khurasan.  
 

Tab. 3. Survey on fulus with value in dirhams (after Ilisch 2001) 
 

mint 1 : 50 1 : 60 1 : 120 1 : 360 
Balkh  111, 117  93 
Jurjān  107   
Marw nd22 112   
Zaranj  136   
no mint  nd;nd;nd nd  

 
However, it is not only the relationship between fals and dirham which is 

of interest here. Equally important is the weight of each type since only by 
taking into account the ideal weights we can find out the actual relationship 
between these two metals.  

Let us first have a look at the weights of the Balkh 93 fulus. The list below 
probably is not complete, but at least it contains the weights of the specimens 
accessible to me in ascending order.  

 
Tab. 4. Weights of the Balkh 93 AH fulus 

weight Source 
2,37g private coll. 
2,52g SNAT 450 
2,61g private coll. 
2,62g Galerie Antiker Kunst, list December 2005, lot 122 
2,91g SNAT 451 
2,93g CNG mail bid sale 76, 2007, lot 1724 
3,16g Album list 206, lot 102 
3,24g SNAT 454 
3,31g SNAT 452 
3,45g private coll. 
4,1g http://www.zeno.ru/showphoto.php?photo=7051 
4,25g http://www.zeno.ru/showphoto.php?photo=7050 
4,46g SNAT 453 

 
                                                                 

 
22 = no date. 
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The difference between the lightest and the heaviest specimen is 2g, but 
this does not come as a surprise since we are dealing with copper coins which 
certainly were produced al marco. Plotting all the weights yields the following 
graph (tab. 3), even if I have to admit that for such an analysis the number of 
specimens in fact is too small. 

 
Tab. 5. Weight distribution of the Balkh 93 AH fulus 

 
Anyway, we can guess that the intended weight was well above 3g. The 

average weight of 13 coins is 3,22g, and even if using the average weight is 
quite dangerous from a methodical point of view, this hints at the same 
range. Let us therefore take as ideal weight 3,5g, since with copper coins, the 
actual weights almost always tend to be lower than the intended ones. 

The remainder types which bear indications of value are not so well 
attested; therefore it is not possible to reconstruct reliable ideal weights. One 
gets the impression, however, that by and large the weights tend to be 
considerably lower then those of the Balkh 93 issues, and therefore I have 
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used a highly approximate weight of 2,5g in the calculations below which is 
with all probability too high for most types safe for Qutayba’s. It has to be 
emphasized that one of these issues was made of lead, rather than of copper23. 
Anyway, even with a certain amount of uncertainty, I am confident that we 
can arrive at reasonable estimates of which we can make use for establishing 
the relationship silver : copper.  

Since most data for the relationship between copper and precious metal 
comes from the Roman and Byzantine Empire, it is necessary to establish also 
the exchange rate between silver and gold, since there, the value of copper 
tends to be expressed in gold solidi. According to Hahn, in the late 6th and 
early 7th the relationship between gold and silver was 1 to 1824. Especially 
important is the evidence of John of Ephesus on the augustaticum when 
Tiberius II ascended the throne in 578. His statement clearly shows that one 
Roman pound of silver (c. 325g) equalled four solidi, i.e. the ratio was 1 : 18. 
This is also attested for the year 422 in Codex Theodosianus which, however, 
also gives 1 : 14,4 (one pound silver = five solidi) for 39725. In the monetary 
system of the principate, the original relation is 1 : 12, since 25 silver denari of 
1/84 of the pound (3,9g) equal 1 golden aureus of 1/40 pound (8,1g). For the 
Sasanian Empire, Gariboldi has tried to establish a gold : silver ratio of 1 : 1226, 
but this is based only on data from the Achaemenid period or 3rd century 
Rome, and not on evidence from Sasanian Iran. 

As for the Islamic world, there is some data for the early period, but the 
usual problems with the sources have to be taken into account27. For the time 
of Muḥammad, the gold: silver relationship is said to have been 1 : 10 or 1 : 
1228. However, there are several problems involved. First of all, is this 
historically correct, or is just another glorification of the golden days of the 
Prophet? If not, if we are to take this data serious, then we should reckon this 
exchange rate in Sasanian drachms of 4,25g rather than in post-reform 
dirhams of 2,97g. However that may be, Philip Grierson, the scholar whose 
study on Early Islamic coinage is still pivotal, has come to the conclusion that 
a gold : silver ratio of 1: 10 did not reflect “a mint ratio – for the mints were 
not striking gold at all – nor a market ratio; it was simply a statement that for 
the payment of certain dues the equivalents were to be taken at such-and-

                                                                 

 
23 ILISCH 2001, p. 9, no. c (Jurjan, 117 AH, 4,00g).  
24 HAHN 1978, p. 16; Hahn 1981, p. 17f.  
25 HAHN/METLICH 2000, p. 11.  
26 GARIBOLDi 2006, p. 418f.  
27 GRIERSON 1960, p. 257-260, epitomized by GOUSSOUS 1996, p. 110-113. 
28 GRIERSON 1960, p. 257 with sources.  
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such a figure”29. Grierson concludes that at the time of ‘Abd al-Malik, the 
exchange rate was 1 : 14, i.e. one dinar equalled 20 dirhams30. As for later 
exchange rates31, problems the student of Umayyad coins does not have to 
face – e.g. the debasement of the dirham – come in which make a direct 
comparison difficult. Anyway, it has to be emphasized that the most 
important information is that from the Umayyad Empire and its Sasanian and 
Byzantine precursors upon whose monetary systems also the early Islamic 
world rested. Later Islamic material clearly is, in comparison, of much less 
value. Even if there is no way to gain certainty for the time being, I feel 
confident that the approximate value of 1 : 15 I have used below is not too far 
away from the truth to deprive my calculations from all practical purpose. 

Let us now look at the actual relationships gold : silver : copper. One 
important thing one has to take into account is the weight difference between 
dirham and dinar. The former weighs 2,97g, the latter 4,25g. I have therefore 
always divided the result per dirham through 3, the approximate weight of 
one silver coin, then multiplied this with 15, the assumed gold : silver ratio, 
and then multiplied this result again with 4,25, the weight of the dinar. The 
alternative silver : gold ratios 1 : 12 and 1 : 18 give different results since the 
difference between minimum and maximum value is 50%. I have listed the 
respective results below.  

These, now, are the values expressed in dinars for the Balkh 93 AH fulus: 
 
Balkh 93 AH  
3,5g x 360  = 1.260g AE = 1 dirham 
: 3 x 15 x 4,25  = 26.775g AE = 1 dīnār 
: 325   = c.82 pound AE = 1 dīnār 
 
Alternative gold : silver ratio: 1 : 12 
: 3 x 12 x 4,25 : 325 = c.65 p. AE = 1 dīnār 
 
Alternative gold : silver ratio: 1 : 18 
: 3 x 18 x 4,25 : 325 = c.98 p. AE = 1 dīnār 
 
The closest parallel is the fulus inscribed sittīn bi-dirham. I have applied the 
same criteria as above. The ideal weight, as has to be repeated, is conjectural, 
and with all probability in fact was lower.  
 
                                                                 

 
29 GRIERSON 1960, p. 258. 
30 GRIERSON 1960, p. 260. 
31 E.g. GOITEIN 1965.  
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Sittīn bi-dirham 
2,5g x 60  = 150g AE = 1 dirham 
: 3 x 15 x 4,25  = 3.200g AE = 1 dīnār 
: 325   = c.10 p. AE = 1 dīnār 
 
Alternative gold : silver ratio: 1 : 12 
: 3 x 12 x 4,25 : 325 = c.8 p. AE = 1 dīnār 
 
Alternative gold : silver ratio: 1 : 18 
: 3 x 18 x 4,25 : 325 = c.12 p. AE = 1 dīnār 
 
 
Even if they are attested only by three coins which weigh 2,54g,32 2,60g33 and 
2,63g34, also the mintless and undated fulus issued in the name of Qutayba b. 
Muslim which give the value “120 to a dirham” are of interest here:  
 
Qutayba b. Muslim 
2,5g x 120  = 300g AE = 1 dirham 
: 3 x 15 x 4,25  = 6.375g AE = 1 dīnār 
: 325    = c.20 p. AE = 1 dīnār 
 
Alternative gold : silver ratio: 1 : 12 
: 3 x 12 x 4,25 : 325 = c.16 p. AE = 1 dīnār 
 
Alternative gold : silver ratio: 1 : 18 
: 3 x 18 x 4,25 : 325 = c.24 p. AE = 1 dīnār 
 
 
Let us turn now to comparisons. For the Byzantine period, we can use the 
data provided by Hahn in tab. 5 below. The most important direct evidence 
certainly is Codex Theodosianus XI, 21, 2 which says: “Impp(eratores) Arcadius et 
Honorius AA(ugusti) Hilario. Aeris pretia, quae a provincialibus postulantur, ita exigi 
volumus, ut pro viginti quinque libris aeris solidus a possessore reddatur. Dat(um) V 
ka(endas) ian(uarias) Mediolano Arcadio IIII et Honorio III AA(ugustis) conss(ulibus) 
[i.e. December 28th, 396]”. Here, we have evidence for the relationship between 
pounds of copper and one solidus which is beyond doubt. Some comment is 
necessary regarding the exchange between copper and silver in Sasanian 
                                                                 

 
32 TREADWELL 1994, p. 65. 
33 http://www.zeno.ru/showphoto.php?photo=13824. 
34 http://www.zeno.ru/showphoto.php?photo=13823. 
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Iran. For the sake of completeness, I have included the reconstruction of Göbl 
according to which we would arrive at ratio of 3 pound AE = 1 solidus35. 
However, there are severe problems concerning his estimate. For one thing, 
his reconstruction of the denominational system of Sasanian copper coins is 
far from certain due too the lack of reliable metrological data for much of the 
series. Apart from this, the sources upon which Göbl bases his equation of one 
unit – a very problematic concept, by the way – with one sixth of a Sasanian 
drachm does not seem convincing to me. Therefore, I do not believe that 
Göbl’s reconstruction is correct, and neither did Steve Album in his treatment 
of Arab-Sasanian coinage36.  

Let us now look at the various exchange rates which for the sake of easier 
comparison I list in pounds of copper to solidi according to the criteria 
mentioned above. The various exchange rates are arranged lowest first, 
highest last. One should mention that there is a difference in weight between 
Umayyad dīnār (4,25g) and Byzantine solidus (4,50g) 0,25g, or about 5%. Since 
there is often some rounding up involved in the numbers listed below, this 
minor difference, I believe, does not have too much importance, and I 
therefore dares to neglect it. In tab. 4, I have used the average gold : silver 
ratio of 1 : 15 as indicated above.  
 

Tab. 5. Exchange rates between copper and gold in Late Antiquity 
 
rate per 
solidus/dīnār 

region, date source  

82 p AE Balkh, 93 AH (3,5g) see above 
32 p AE Constans II (651-668) Hahn 1981, p. 17 
30 p AE Justin II (570-578)) Hahn 1978, p. 15 

Heraclius (616-629) Hahn 1981, p. 16 
25 p AE Rome 396 CTh XI, 21, 2 

Justin II (565-570) Hahn 1978, p. 16 
Tiberius II – Heraclius (to 
615)  

Hahn 1978, p. 15f. 

Justinian II (from 685) Hahn 1981, p. 17 
20 p AE Anastasius I (512-527) – 

Justinian I (527-538); Qutayba 
b. Muslim nm/nd 

Hahn/Metlich 2000, p. 
15 

Qutayba b. Muslim nm/nd see above 

                                                                 

 
35 GÖBL 1959 
36 ALBUM/GOODWIN 2002, p. 49 
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16 p AE Justinian I (538-542) Hahn/Metlich 2000, p. 
16 

Constantine IV (669-685) Hahn 1981, p. 17 
12 p AE Justinian I (542-550) Hahn/Metlich 2000, p. 

16 
Tiberius II (579) Hahn 1978, p. 15 

10 p AE 
 

Zeno, Anastasius I (to 512) Hahn/Metlich 2000, p. 
15 

sittīn bi-dirham see above 
3 p AE Sasanian Iran Göbl 1959 

 
 
One can clearly see that the value of copper as given by the Balkh 93 AH fulus 
is by far the lowest: its value is almost three times lower than the average 
ones. It is also clear that as the comparison with the Byzantine data shows, 
the sittīn bi-dirham fulus represent a token currency since their relationship 
with precious-metal issues is in the range of fiduciary coinage from Late 
Antiquity. This is most obvious in the case of the Jurjān 117 AH lead fals37. 
Lutz Ilisch most kindly provided me with information on the exchange rate 
between copper and silver in 16th/17th century Iran and Central Asia which 
hints a value of ca. 20 p AE= 1 solidus /dīnār38.  

If we accept Hahn’s assumption that the Late Roman and Early Byzantine 
copper issues represent a bullion, and not a token currency, then the 
exceedingly low copper value attested by the Balkh 93 AH fulus demands an 
explanation. Needless to say, there are many and grave uncertainties. And 
also needless to say that from a methodical point of view it is problematic to 
compare data from Early Islamic Khurasan with Byzantine evidence. But 
despite all these problems, two things appear to be certain: on the one hand, 
the low value of copper in the Balkh 93 AH fulus does not represent local 
traditions; and on the other hand, it appears to be outside the usual range.  

To find a possible solution, we have to consider the one aspect of these 
coins we have not covered yet, namely their historical background. The Balkh 
fulus clearly pose no dating problems. There can be no doubt that they were 
issued when the famous Qutayba b. Muslim held the governorship of 
Khurasan from 86 AH till 96 AH39. This man was pivotal for the final Muslim 

                                                                 

 
37 ILISCH 2001, p. 9, no. c.  
38 Email from September 26th, 2008.  
39 GIBB 1970, p. 29-58; ZETTERSTÉEN 1993; NERAZIK/BULGAKOV 1996, p. 228-230; LITVINSKY/ 
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conquest of Central Asia. His gains comprise Bukhara, Samarkand, Ferghana 
as well as Khwarezm. Throughout his career, until his death when rebelling 
against the Umayyad caliph Sulayman (96-99 AH), he is one of the key figures 
of Arab historiography. Therefore, I shall refrain from any detailed overview 
on his life and career, and rather concentrate on what is essential for our 
topic. Let us turn once again to the fulus bearing his name.  

One side he is cited in the form:  المنصور ا�مير قتيبه بن مسلم, “the victorious 
amīr Qutayba b. Muslim”. The other side reads:  رينشع بدرھم  to a 120“ ,مايه و 
dirham”.40 As stated above, this series represents the most common value 
attested in the Byzantine series, namely 20 p AE = 1 solidus. The coins bear 
neither mint nor date, therefore their relationship with the Balkh 93 AH 
issues remains somewhat obscure. Since one specimen was found in the Marw 
excavations, possible they were struck there. As for the dating, one might 
guess that they were issued only after the greatest of Qutayba’s successes, i.e. 
the conquest of Khwarezm, Bukhara and Samarkand, were achieved, that is to 
say, from 93 AH onwards. Since his revolt and death took place in Ferghana, I 
do not believe that the title “المنصور” is connected with Qutayba’s rebellion 
against Sulayman.  

Whatever the truth of the matter is, let us concentrate on the Balkh 93 AH 
fulus. Since the obverse which provides the exchange rate fals to dirham 
reiterates the mint name Balkh, there can be hardly any doubt that this rate 
was limited to Balkh, i.e. that it was a local exchange rate; a highly untypical 
exchange one, as I should like to emphasize once again.  

One has to look for a possible explanation why in Balkh in the year 93 AH 
the value of copper was so excessively low. I believe that the explanation lies 
in the historical circumstances. The year 93 AH saw some of the most 
remarkable successes of the campaigns of Qutayba against Samarqand, but 
also against Khwarezm. Being the seat of the governor, Marw was also the 
main operational base of Qutayba, as well as the major dirham mint in 
Khurasan. From Marw to Samarkand, two routes were open to him: either to 
follow the Great Silk road directly to the North-East, or to move to the south-
east, to Balkh, from where a major road led to the North to Samarqand. In the 
years preceding 93 AH, we have ample evidence in Tabari that Qutayba passed 
by Balkh on his way from Marw to Sogdiana or on his return41. However, 
while the main object of Qutayba’s campaign of 93 AH was planned to be 
Samarkand, internal unrest in Khwarezm offered the opportunity for an 

                                                                 

 
40 TREADWELL 1994, p.65; KALININ 2005. My warmest thanks go to Franziska Schmidt-Dick for 

her help with the translation of the Russian text. 
41 TABARI vol. 23 (transl. M. Hinds), p. 128 (86 AH); p. 147 (89 AH); S. 175 (91 AH).  
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attack against this region. Qutayba took this opportunity, and while it is true 
that despite his thrust against Khwarezm, he still managed to attack and 
conquer Samarqand in the same year. From Tabari’s text42, is becomes clear 
that Qutayba took the direct route to Samarkand did not pass by Balkh. As for 
his return, no details are given, so it cannot be ruled out that, like in some of 
the earlier years, he took the southern road which would have led him to 
Balkh. This, however, is merely an assumption. But in my opinion, it cannot 
be mere chance that our fulus were produced exactly in this year; and also the 
economic information they provide fits well in the overall picture we can of 
Qutayba as a commander who did not tend to show too much concern for the 
conquered and their possessions.  

According to the pieces of information presented by Kennedy in his study 
on Early Islamic warfare, the armies of the Umayyad era did not have a supply 
train travelling with them. It was costume to open markets where the soldiers 
bought their supplies themselves43. Now, on the one hand, there can be no 
doubt that at these markets the financial transactions were mainly carried 
out using petty copper coins. On the other hand, is equally certain that the 
Arab soldiers were paid their stipends in dirhams. It is not easy to say exactly 
what coins were used in Balkh in the early 8th century. The city had been an 
important mint in the Kushan period, and was a Sasanian imperial mint in the 
6th century, under king Ohrmazd IV (578-590). Imitations of his issues in what 
appears to be good silver are not too uncommon. As for petty coinage, I would 
not know any issues from the 7th/8th century which can be certainly localised 
there. In this respect, Balkh is not nearly as conspicuous as Samarkand with 
its Chinese-inspired cast round coins with square holes bearing Sogdian 
legends44, nor as al-Shāsh/Tashkent45, Anyway, we can assume that copper 
coins circulated in Bactria which had a century-old tradition of the use of 
coins for daily transactions.  

By drastically decreasing the value of copper in comparison to silver, 
Qutayba simply increased the purchasing power of his soldiers to a very great 
degree. If we assume that 20 pounds AE = 1 dīnār comes near to the most 
common exchange rate, then the copper value was at least three times, but 
with all probability even four times lower in Balkh in the year 93 AH. The fact 
that the mint name was repeated on the side which gives the exchange rate 
might be taken as an indication that this exchange rate was valid only at 
Balkh. Without having to increase the pay, and thus issuing more silver coins, 

                                                                 

 
42 TABARI vol. 23 (transl. M. Hinds), p. 189f. 
43 KENNEDY 2001, p. 87 f.  
44 ZEYMAL 1996, p. 362-374. 
45 E.g. SHAGLOV/KUZNETSOV 2006. 
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Qutayba therefore would have managed to raise the purchasing power of his 
men possibly as much as four times. Considering the overall attitude towards 
the non-Muslim objects of his campaigns, one will easily admit that the fact 
that this measure was taken at the expenses of the inhabitants of Balkh 
certainly was no problem for Qutayba.  

If this interpretation is accepted, then the Balkh 93 AH fulus not only offer 
very interesting information on the monetary and economic history of the 
early Islamic period, but also in principle conform to the literary traditions.  
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KEY TO PLATESKEY TO PLATESKEY TO PLATESKEY TO PLATES    

 
1. AE. Fals. Balkh. 93 AH. 2,61g. 24mm. cast. SNAT XIVc, no. 450-454. Private 
coll. 
2. AR. Dirham. Balkh. 114 AH. 2,88g. 28mm. Klat 2002, no. 179. Klat 2002, no. 
179.  
3. AR. Dirham. Madinah Balkh al-Bayḍā’. 111 AH. 2,85g. 27mm. Klat 2002, no. 
176. Klat 2002, no. 176.  
4. AR. Dirham. Al-Mubārakah. 106 AH. 2,80g. 28mm. Klat 2002, no. 569. Klat 
2002, no. 569.  
5. AE. Fals. Balkh. nd. 1,15g. 14mm. cast. SNAT XIVc, no. 448f. Private coll. 
6. AE. Fals. Balkh. 111 AH. 1,85g. Gyselen 2009 type 95. Gyselen 2009, pl. 13, 
type 95/1. 
7. AE. Fals. Al-Mubārakah. 117 AH. 1,75g. Ilisch 2001, no. 1. Baldwin’s Islamic 
Auction 10, London, July 25th 2005, no. 47.  
8. AE. Fals. Al-Mubārakah. 119 AH. 1,66g. 21mm. SNAT XIVc 472. Private coll. 
9. AE. Fals. Uncertain Syrian mint. nd. 3,94g. 18mm. Walker 1956, no. 778-780 
var (star above محمد). Private coll. 
10. AE. Fals. Uncertain Syrian mint. nd. 3,07g. 16mm. Walker 1956, no. 778-780. 
Private coll. 
11. AE. Fals. “Ḥimṣ”. nd. Governor Marwān b. Bishr. 1,74g. 14mm. cast copy of 
Walker 1956, no. 804-806. Private coll.  
12. AE. Fals. Zaranj. nd. 2,20g. 18mm. cast. Gyselen 2009, type 50. Private coll. 
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